At Home Training
Session Plan 10 U13-U15

With the season currently still suspended Chiefs FC has
created some individual exercises players can do at home
as the complex, and schools are closed. The club will be
in discussions daily on the next steps with health
professionals to make sure we make the best decisions for
our membership, players, staff, and coaches to ensure
everyones safety. The health and safety of players, fans,
and staff is our top priority as an organization. Please be
safe out there, and continue to follow the suggestions from
CDC and stay healthy.
Thank you, Matt Holmes

Cone work - ball mastery
Equipment: 1 Ball, 1 cone/marker.
Grid: 1 cone
Duration: 15 minutes
Action: Complete each action for 45 seconds. Repeat
and repeat again.
Session Moves Video Examples:
Video Link:
43. Free style warm up 3 mins your way
44. Outside Roll Snaps
45. Alternate Push Pulls
46. Roll Roll L Drags
47. L Drag V Cuts
48.Ronaldinho Fake Pass
49. Neymar Chop
50. Hidden Push Pull
Video Link (ball mastery are listed by number in the
video, use the video to guide you):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ObncYq18lMw&t=24s
Challenge: Build your muscle memory. Perform link 3-5
moves together. Practice!
Example Moves (in diagram):
1. Pull back
2. Scissors

Key Points:
Close control of the ball, practice with both feet, increase
the speed as you master the technique, dedication and
challenge yourself to practice at a high tempo.

Dribbling
Equipment: 1 Ball, 5 cones/ markers
Grid: First two cones 5 yds apart, middle three cones are 1.5 yds apart,
last two cones 5 yds apart
Duration: 15 mins
Action: Dribble ball as quickly as possible weaving through the cones,
performing turns at the outside cones. Work for 45 secs or 10 circuits
Perform three sets each using (rest between sets. Use video links to help
guide you through the exercise):
1. Both feet soles only https://www.sportplan.net/drills/Football/Dribbling/
Cone-Sole-Roll-MF0019.jsp?onMobile
2. Right foot only https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LfC-nTxvGV0
3. Left foot only https://www.sportplan.net/drills/Football/Dribbling/2-touchinterior-exterior-left-foot-MF0016.jsp
4. Diagonal toe taps exterior https://www.sportplan.net/drills/Football/
Dribbling/Diagonal-Toe-taps-exterior-MF0025.jsp
5. Both feet any surface

Key Points:
Close control of the ball, practice with both
feet, increase the speed as you master the
technique, dedication and challenge yourself
to practice at a high tempo.

Passing, receiving, releasing
Equipment: 1 Ball, wall/rebounder/parent.
Grid: 5 yard pass/receive.
Duration: 15 minutes
Action: Complete each passing action for
45-60seconds. Pass at the wall/rebounder, on the
return of the ball always receive and play back. Rest
45-60 seconds between sets.
Watch the Video Link (view the video to help guide
you through different techniques):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LoJ5dsFz59s
Examples:
-1 touch passing (same foot, alternate)
-2 touch passing (same foot, alternate)
-2 touch opposite- receive left-pass right, and
receive right-pass left.
-2 touch- receive outside of foot- pass back with
inside same foot.
-Become creative - Add some moves and turns
when receiving at different distances ranges, volleys
etc. Go to 3 touch (Stop-push-pass)

Key Points:
Close control of the ball, practice with both feet, increase the
speed as you master the technique, heel down toe up, locked
ankle, punch through the ball, alert alive on toes, dedication
and challenge yourself to practice at a high tempo.

Juggling 15 minutes (log your score)
Juggling

Feet Only

Right Foot Only

Left Foot Only

All Surfaces

Attempt 1

Attempt 2

Attempt 3

5 Star Speed Drill
Equipment: 5 cones.
Grid: 12 yard square, one cone 6 yards middle square.
Duration: 15 minutes total
6 reps with rest ration between reps 15 seconds. 1 minute
rest period between each exercise listed 1, 2, 3 below).

Diagram 1

Action: Various accelerations within 4 or 5 cones to work on
speed development. Touch cones once meet cone.
Capacity should be at 100% max, sprint work.
S = start and F = Finish.
1. Star Drill (6 reps right cut - diagram 1)
2. Star Drill (6 reps left cut - diagram 2)
3. W Drill Forward & Backpedal Star Drill (6 reps diagram 3)
Key Points:
100% maximum capacity speed work fast quick feet
for maximum accelerations, cut low in out of
corners, move arms and feet together for maximum
speed acceleration

Diagram 2

Diagram 3

Injury Prevention
Strengthening
Exercise

Set #1

Set #2

Jumping Jacks

10

10

https://youtu.be/6zi5Olw5BYQ

Slalom Jumping

10

10

https://youtu.be/FUbKkxF77gY

Alternating Lunges

10

10

https://youtu.be/CaoMBh_2fFw

Burpees

10

10

https://youtu.be/JZQA08SlJnM

Star Jumps

10

10

https://youtu.be/h6wu4_LOhyU

Plank

30 secs

30 secs

https://youtu.be/pvIjsG5Svck

Push Up

20

20

https://youtu.be/rjc0O7OXS3g

Self Reflection:
How did it go?
Is there anything I’m able to improve?
What was the most challenging part of the session?
How can I improve performing the challenging part?
What did I do well and what area did I improve in the most in during the session?

